CAPITOL CITY SPEAKERS BUREAU
Kevin O'Connor, CSP
Travels from: Illinois

Fee Range: $7,501 - $10,000

Kevin E. OʹConnor, CSP knows many technical professionals are often demanded
to do things that theyʹre not trained for ‐ like lead a team of other technical
professionals.
He also knows that many of us just donʹt know what to do or how to do it ‐ no
matter how good we are at our job!
Kevin is a highly engaging and captivating speaker who travels across the country
delivering keynote addresses, leadership trainings and distinctive presentations:
• From Pharmaceutical companies, to milk producers...
• From world class floral experts, to world class physicians...
• From academic centers of influence, to schools that influence children who are

blind and visually impaired...]
Because of his impressive background, heʹs comfortable in front of all sorts of technical professionals (MDs,
PharmDs, RNs, CPAs, PhDs, PsyDs, CNPs, MBAs, JDs, MHAs, CLUs, CFPs)
Kevin is a CSP (Certified Speaking Professional), and he holds three masters degrees (Education, Counseling
Psychology, and Pastoral Studies). So not only is he one of 550 persons in the world to hold this highest earned
speaking designation, making him part of an elite group of professional speakers who are not only good at
what they do and are recognized as such by their professional standards and peers; but also because of his
educational and experiential background, he knows how to transmit, how others think, and what an up and
coming leader needs in order for them to lead.
Most importantly to you...Kevin knows how teams think and how to help their leadership help them think
beyond. He provides distinctive, interactive presentations ‐that audiences today are hungry for and
demanding ‐ way more than just the typical PowerPoint program or U‐shaped meeting.

Most Requested Programs...
•

Youʹre Not Just A ______ Anymore: Leading In Your New Position

•

Living & Working with (Sometimes) Difficult People: Conflict to Cooperation and partners.

•

Presenting Like A Pro: Getting Your Message Across to One or One Hundred

•

Donʹt Try to Manage the Generations: Collaborate Through Difference Instead
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